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Diane M. Anthony, Clerk
Captain Marc Gatcomb, Police Liaison
The Meeting was called to order by Chairman Kinnon in person at 6:00 p.m.
The Meeting was also posted as a Zoom and Attorney Kathryn Fallon joined the meeting via Zoom.
It was stated by Mr. Kinnon that the meeting may be recorded on Zoom or by Urban Media Arts.

Motion by Andrew Zeiberg to approve the Minutes from April 26, 2022, meeting of the Malden Licensing Board.
Seconded by Frances Lin
Roll Call Vote:
Andrew Zeiberg - Yea
Frances Lin - Yea
Lee Kinnon - Yea
Motion passed.

The next item on the agendas the application of Malden Public Library for a one-day license on June 24, 2022, for
an event to honor Elisha Converse family. There will be wine service no beer.
Motion by Andrew Zeiberg to approve - seconded by Frances Lin
Andrew Zeiberg - Yea
Frances Lin - Yea
Lee Kinnon - Yea
Motion passed.

The next item on the agenda is the one-day special license for St. Rocco's Festival to be held on August 12, 13 and
14, 2022. There will be beer and wine service.
Motion by Andrew Zeiberg to approve -seconded by Frances Lin
Andrew Zeiberg - Yea
Frances Lin - Yea
Lee Kinnon - Yea
Motion passed.
The next item on the agenda is the continued application of Donut Villa, 1 Highland Avenue, for an all-alcohol
restaurant license. Present and representing the applicant is Erin Balessharl, owner, and proposed manager. Erin
is requesting the Board to allow him to withdraw his application at this time. He has not been able to get an
updated Lease agreement wit the landlord that would allow him to sell alcohol. He has attempted to work with
the landlord, but they are dragging their feet.
Chairman Kinnon said we didn't want to hold this up, but they need to have a lease amendment in place. Erin
said he has never had a problem with landlords at his other locations. Chairman Kinnon said by withdrawing their
application they can come back before the Board when they are ready.
Motion by Andrew Zeiberg to allow applicant to withdraw his application - seconded by Frances Lin
Andrew Zeiberg - Yea
Frances Lin - Yea
Lee Kinnon - Yea
Motion passed.
The next item on the agenda is the violation hearing for The Island Restaurant, 108 Ferry Street. Present and
representing The Island Restaurant is Attorney Erius Monpremier of Malden together with owners, Aviot Quessa
and Marie Chantal Quessa.
Board Member and Attorney Andrew Zeiberg swore all parties in. For the record all persons giving testimony
including Aviot Quessa, Marie Chantal Quessa, Captain Marc Gatcomb and Captain John Amirault were sworn in.
Chairman Kinnon asked Captain Gatcomb to present his reports. Captain Gatcomb stated that the Notice of
Hearing and police reports were served on the parties on April 28, 2022. Captain Gatcomb summarized the
reports of December 25, 2018, December 29, 2018, November 10, 2019, October 3, 2021, and March 27, 2022
{copies of which were provided to the parties with the Notice of Hearing dated April 27, 2022).
Report 18005783 by Sgt. Froio 12/25 at 12:45 am responded at request of Chief Molis who wanted to ascertain
for the Chief the crowd at the establishment. He observed about 100 people outside and about 50 people still
inside. The crowd was large but not unruly. All other restaurants/bars in the area were closed.
Report 18005827 by Sgt. Cassaletto 12/29/18 at 12:39 am upon his arrival he heard loud music and was impacting
the surrounding area. The owner was compliant and cooperative. He did note the place was about half full, but
the music was loud.

Report 19004892 dated 11/10/19 at 1:12 am Officer Bellevere responded to report of a fight and observed
parties going to their vehicles. He was told that 2 females fighting were separated and left in their vehicles. He
did observe people inside cleaning the bar.
Captain Gatcomb then introduced Captain John Amirault to testify as to the incidents of October 3, 2021, and
March 27, 2022.
Captain Amirault as to report 21003935 at 1:20 am summarized on that date he was working 11-7 shift in uniform
in a cruiser. He had occasion to be in the area of The Island and observed a party inside holding a drink. He
stopped to investigate, and he exited his cruiser and by the time he walked in the individual he observed was no
longer holding a glass. He asked the to speak to the manager and asked if he was an employee. He was told he
was not an employee. He was told he had to leave, and he reluctantly left. He was uncooperative. When Captain
Amirault got to go back to his cruiser the man yelled an expletive at him. The man then jumped in his car and fled
the area.
As to report 22001330 of March 27, 2022, Captain Amirault states he was working 11-7 shift and at approximately
1:20 a.m. on Ferry Street he observed 30-40 people outside the Island. He parked his cruiser to make sure they
were dispersing in an orderly fashion. An individual left the crowd and came across the street and started filming
him {Captain Amirault). He walked up to the driver's window that the captain had down and asked why he was
harassing them. Captain Amirault said he was not harassing them. The individual then started to berate him and
told the captain to move his car from the driveway. He asked the captain's name and Captain Amirault gave him
his name and badge number. The captain rolled up his window and the individual pounded on the window and
called him an expletive and at one point struck the cruiser window with his fist. Captain Amirault exited the
cruiser and was walking over to enter the bar. The individual who was filming him now had another person with
him and as Captain Amirault went to enter the bar that individual who was filming also tried to enter. Captain
Amirault told security that he was not to enter. The security agent told Captain Amirault that person worked
there. He was the cook. Captain Amirault said he was intoxicated, and he was not to enter. Captain Amirault went
inside because curtains were blocking the windows and he could not see inside. When he went inside, he asked
for the manager and Captain Amirault identified Marie Quessa (sitting to his right at this meeting) as the person
he spoke with. He told her why he was there and what was going on and he asked for the names of the individual
causing the problem. As she was giving him the names, that same individual was now causing a ruckus outside.
As Captain Amirault had called for additional units they were waiting outside for his direction as to what he
wanted them to do. He talked to security and asked them to try and resolve this and they responded that it was
not their problem. He was on the sidewalk, and he wasn't their (security's) problem. Eventually someone came
out of the bar in plain clothes and spoke with the individual and eventually took the individual away.
Captain Gatcomb states for the record that any superior officer of the Malden Police Department is an agent of
the Malden Liquor Licensing Board, and it is their duty to protect public safety and make sure people were leaving
in an orderly manner. The Island is on a major throughfare and if a lot of people were milling out about late at
night it is not out of order to park and make sure people were leaving in an orderly manner.
Captain Amirault states he spoke to Ms. Quessa (the woman to his right at this meeting) and told her he was an
agent of the Liquor Licensing Board.
Chairman Kinnon asked Captain Amirault if he has done this before. He has been an officer for 37 years and he
can name dozens that he has done this for before. Chairman Kinnon said this is a common occurrence and
closing times are when incidents happen. When people come outside it is important to make sure the crowd is
controlled. With the size of their business, they have bouncers there and at this point he is going to ask Board
members if they have any questions for Captain Amirault.

Member, Andrew Zeiberg asked Captain Amirault on 3>f21jl2 was the establishment closed. Captain Amirault
said the front door was closed but unlocked. There were 4 or 5 large men with security across their chest security
and 3 women holding pocketbooks on the side but based on what was going on outside, he did not identify them.
Captain Amirault said given the circumstances he normally would have arrested this individual for disorderly
conduct and protective custody but because of limited personnel he did not do so. Mr. Zeiberg then asked if the
security personnel helped or hindered Captain Amirault.
Captain Amirault said although they were
uncooperative, they did not help or hinder the situation. The gentleman who was in plain clothes not security
clothing helped with the individual, then security stepped in to help the person in civilian clothes. Mr. Zeiberg
asks about the 10/3/21 incident and if there was anyone other than the person, he observed with the bottle in his
hand did he observe other people with a drink. Captain Amirault said there was a woman there, but he did not
observe her with a drink. Mr. Zeiberg asked about curtains blocking the captains view on 10/3/21. Captain
Amirault said there were no curtains on 10/3/21. Mr. Zeiberg then asked about the night on 3/27/22 and if there
were curtains up at that time. Captain Amirault said that night there were curtains up and that is when he
noticed them.
Member, Frances Lin states she had read the report and it feels to her like it was an intense situation. She salutes
the police officers and the fine job they do to protect the city.
Chairman Kinnon asks Captain Amirault if was able to ascertain the name from the manager. Captain Amirault
said he asked for the names, and she started to supply them but were interrupted. At that point it did not come
up that they were employed there.
Captain Gatcomb states for the record it is fair to say that of the 5 police reports noted the first 3 incidents never
had any action taken by the Board. The last 2 reports show that they have started to rise to a level that requires
action in his opinion.
Attorney Monpremier gives the Board members a handout approximately 3 pages in length to review. A copy was
not provided to the Clerk as part of this record.
The Board members took several minutes to review the document.
Aviot Quessa notes that the Board has already reviewed the December 2018 reports with them at a meeting. He
feels this is double jeopardy. Mr. Zeiberg explains that no action was taken by the Board on those reports, and
they are not being used for tonight's meeting, but they can still be used for the purpose of this meeting.
Attorney Monpremier notes that Board Rule #3 (read by Aviot Quessa) states that no licensee shall permit
disorder, disturbance, or illegality of any kind to take place in or on the license premises, it is Attorney
Monpremier's opinion that they have complied with the ordinance as the disturbance was outside of the
establishment. He said #3 clearly says occurrences inside the bar. He asks how they can put the responsibility of
an owner for conduct outside of the establishment. He can clearly see these disturbances were outside the bar.
The owner is only responsible for inside the bar. How can the officer say they are responsible when it happened
outside?
Mr. Zeiberg states that anyone that drinks in a bar and once a drink is served or if they are served too much or are
intoxicated when they leave the bar and they are stopped for driving under the influence after leaving, one of the
questions the court asks are where you had your last drink. The issue being here is if the cook was not the cook
at the time and if he drank in your establishment and according to Captain Amirault's testimony it is his opinion
that that individual was intoxicated, it is still the owner's responsibility. It does not alleviate the responsibility of
the bar. Mr. Quessa said why didn't they just arrest him then. If they arrested him, they would not have to be
here. Mr. Zeiberg said the officer has already testified that he should have been arrested. It caused a problem in

the street coming from your location. The security officers stated he was a cook. The issue is he was in your
establishment and that is why they are here. Chairman Kinnon said they would still be here before the Board
whether or not he was arrested. Chairman Kinnon said Captain Amirault has many years of experience. He is not
a new officer, and he stated that the patron who came out appeared intoxicated and was behaving badly.
Ms. Quessa said the Board is assuming he came out of the Island, and he used to work there you can't prove he
was in the Island or if he was drinking. He was on the sidewalk we can't assume he was in there. Chairman Kinnon
asked for the record is she stating he did not drink? She is stating for the record he was not drinking in The Island.
She said he should have been arrested and had a breathalyzer Captain Amirault said he can establish both
gentlemen were on the property in the alcove area. He saw them there.
Attorney Monpremier said his concern is the report must comply with the law and you can't put the responsibility
on the bar owner. You must comply with the law. What is the legal charge? Which law are you citing what are
the charges against his clients? Captain Amirault states an individual was on their property was causing a
disturbance. Mr. Quessa said when he came out, he saw that person on the sidewalk in front of Crying Thaiger,
and he witnesses the interaction. Captain Amirault said that was at the end of the interaction.
Chairman Kinnon said that 2 meetings ago we had another establishment before the Board for an incident where
there was an altercation on a sidewalk and that person was taken into protective custody. If you leave a
restaurant and have had too much to drink and get arrested that is a direct responsibility of the bar owner. The
law has established that. The man was not arrested because Captain Amirault did not want to escalate the
situation. Can you not understand why Captain Amirault did that? Do you understand why he would not put
someone into cuffs In that situation? Attorney Monpremier said then he should have been given a citation.
Attorney Fallon is recognized by the Board Chair. She states the attorney is misunderstanding that this is a
criminal hearing. It is a hearing for violating the Rules and Regulations of the Malden Liquor Licensing Board. This
hearing is applicable to the liquor license. What you are saying is that our officer investigating was told by your
staff that he worked there and now the owners are saying that he never worked there. They are misrepresenting
the facts to the Board. We need to review the facts of what happened and why it happened. If he never worked
there, individuals within the establishment said he worked there. It is not a matter whether someone was
arrested, it is what happened with the liquor establishment. Attorney Fallon would also like to address the
double jeopardy statement about the prior reports. The Board takes all history into account and consideration of
prior incidents. The rules and regulations do require that a licensee manage the interior and exterior as people
are leaving and as the licensed establishment closes and if someone is drunk outside on the sidewalk it is in their
realm of responsibility. We are getting way off track, and they are asking them to cite law. You should look to
MGL Ch. 138 and the local Rules and Regulations that regulate the license. We are here to look at what happened
in each of these instances and what the licensee or their staff did or didn't do. Do not be combative but you
might want to explain to the Board members what transpired. We are looking at regulations and laws for liquor
licenses not for criminal conduct. The licensees' testimony is inconsistent with the police reports. According to
the reports the officer was told he was a cook there. It is on the record and if the staff was wrong you might want
to explain why the staff told them that. Let's get back to the reports. The behaviors are inconsistent with liquor
licensing.
Mr. Quessa can confirm that only they are in the best position to confirm employment. Chairman Kinnon said
Captain Amirault talked to the first person he saw, which was your security staff and they said he worked there,
and he was a cook. Chairman Kinnon said you also submitted your employee registration forms for 4 people. Ms.
Quessa said she thought she only had to submit forms for servers. The Clerk stated the letter sent was for all
employees. Mr. Kinnon said the reason is so that when people are in the establishment after hours, they can
refer to the list. You are not allowed to have anyone other than staff in after closing hours.

Mr. Quessa asks Captain Amirault if management was helpful on 10/3/21 and 3/27/22. Chairman Kinnon states
all questions must come through the Chair. Chairman Kinnon asks the captain if they were helpful. He states on
the 10/3/21 incident they were helpful and on 3/27/22 they began the process and she started to give the names,
but a disturbance occurred. He cannot speak to the level of cooperation but in all he would say they did
cooperate.
Attorney Monprimer asks Ms. Quessa what actions she has taken since the officer's reports. She knows a liquor
license is a privilege. She took measures to make sure at lam they are leaving. She won't let them hang around
after hours. At lam she makes sure they are on their way out but when they are outside, she does not have
control over that. They do their best to make sure they are on their merry way. Some people still act up
sometime. She can't control what goes on outside and she can make sure everyone is leaving the premises at
lam. The security does their best job. Chairman Kinnon asked if she considered a police detail. In some
instances, this Board has forced licensees to get details. Sometimes there are no officers to fill details but if there
is security there and they are dispersing a lot of people at one time perhaps you should stagger and make sure
people are moving along and going to their vehicles. Most Incidents happen at closing time. Mr. Quessa said they
had intent to hire a detail for a function, but they were not able to fill them. He did make a conscious effort to do
that. He states he is a Malden resident and believes in Mayor's DEI and he wants to be a solution not a problem.
He questions the Malden Police and sometimes questions the foundation of the racial makeup of the MPD. He
does not want to dwell on that. He wants to move forward. Chairman Kinnon asks both Mr. and Ms. Quessa if
the police have a right to monitor their establishment. Mr. Quessa said yes, and he wants to cooperate for public
safety. He sees the police as a partner in public safety. He wants to follow the rules, but he must say in previous
incidents there seems to be a double standard. Mr. Kinnon said you do not see what we see with reports about
other establishments. It is our job as a Board to protect Malden residents and ensure the public safety of
residents. We have had may licensees before us because of reports we received from the police. It is our job to
make sure we monitor, do visitations. We are not targeting anyone. Our job is to deal with the information that
comes into us. The fact that someone was in your establishment after lam and they are not employees is a
violation of our rules. We do this for everybody. Mr. Quessa said he takes immediate action to make sure this
happens, but he cannot control outside. Mr. Kinnon asks about the 3 women. Ms. Quessa said there were no 3
women in there. She had cleaning women in their and she said that had no pocketbooks. Mr. Kinnon said the
captain's testimony is different that her account.
Mr. Zeiberg asked Ms. Quessa about curtains. She said she put them up after the 10/3 incident and people used
to come in after lam to go to the bathroom. Take care of your business and if you need to go to the bathroom go
somewhere else. She put the curtains in to stop people from coming back in. Mr. Quessa said they didn't want
people coming in. Mr. Zeiberg asks about the time of the October incident and Captain Amirault said 1:25am.
Ms. Lin said that closing is lam but on 3/27/22 the incident still occurred after lam. Ms. Quessa said that was
outside not inside her place. After the 10/3/21 incident is when she put the curtains up. Ms. Lin said she took
the measure after the October incident however both incidents took place after lam. Ms. Quessa insists it took
place outside and security was inside and outside making sure everything went well. Ms. Lin asked how many
security and Ms. Quessa said 3-4. Mr. Kinnon asked how they hire security. Ms. Quessa said she hires them
outside but not from a security company. Mr. Kinnon asked them how they can make things better. How they can
make sure that when people exit, they do not congregate outside. The longer people linger the more likely there
may be problems. What is their suggestion? Ms. Quessa said she is trying to get security to do better. They tried
a detail, but they couldn't get it filled. The same guys that do security for us also work for security companies, but
she does not hire them from a company. Mr. Quessa said they get them through references. Mr. Quessa said
mostly the same 2 guys. Mr. Quessa said they will reinforce the policy to get people out as soon as they close,
and they will re-evaluate their needs. He will try again for a detail. There isn't anything he is not willing to do.
Mr. Zeiberg asked about the times they are open. Mr. Quessa said sometimes on Friday but always on Saturday
and during the week they are open just for the restaurant. Ms. Lin asked if the bar was open until lam and Mr.

Quessa said yes. Mr. Quessa said he wants to comply. He wants a good partnership. Captain Gatcomb said one
of the reports said there was a fight but when the officer got there, he did not see a fight. The other incident the
street sergeant checked and noted the music was loud. They are not targeting them.
Nothing happened with that it was closed out. When Captain Amirault saw the large crowd, he made a good
gesture and parked further down and to the side sitting in his vehicle clearly away from anyone out there. He
would have just made sure everything was fine until that person came and started yelling, filming and punched
the cruiser. This left Captain Amirault with no choice but to call in for assistance thus every available unit in the
city was called to the scene. Remember this was after lam. Had the scene escalated they would have been
forced to call in for mutual aid from other cities. Captain Amirault deescalated the situation and everyone got out
of it safely. It's the officer's diligence to sit there as a presence we would be remiss if we saw a large crowd and
did not do anything. Captain Gatcomb also said if you want a detail, you should always call one week in advance.
If you call at the last minute, there probably will not be someone available. The reports that we write we are
trying to help the businesses here. Mr. Quessa reiterates that he shares the mayor's vision for Maiden, and he is
a member of the Malden Cultural Council and a youth soccer coach. He wants to be partners working with the
same goal.
Captain Gatcomb asked the Board that they get their Employee Registration forms for ALL employees up to date.
Should something occur again the police can look at the registration forms. This was requested of all licensees in
the city not just for their establishment.
Attorney Fallon said Employee Registration Forms have been required for years by the Board. The Board has not
been lax. Attorney Fallon is directing the Board to a few issues for creating the findings of fact. From what we
understand the security was part of the disturbance. It was part of the scuffle, and they did not seem to be
trained, it is up to the licensee to make sure of that. Also, the windows were covered and there is a rule that
prohibits covering windows. Make sure the Board focuses on the aspect of this. Security was telling the officer
he worked there. She will assist the Board with findings of fact.
Chairman Kinnon asked about something that has not come up but is listed in the police report. The report says
there are 2 people involved and this second person was also berating the officer. Mr. Kinnon asked if the second
person was identified. Mr. Quessa said it was his son. He had a talk with him and told him he should not
encourage this. Mr. Kinnon said its tough when the establishment says that this is what we believe and cooperate
with the police and someone who is identified and works at the establishment does something different. We
should be thankful Captain Amirault handled it the way he did. Mr. Kinnon asked what do you say to your security
when they tell an officer it is your problem, he is on the street. It is almost like you think from your attorney's
testimony that when they go out the door, they're not your responsibility. Mr. Quessa gets it. He asked questions
and now understands that our responsibility goes beyond the scope of the door. That is his spirit of cooperation.
Attorney Monpremier said they will do everything they need to do but the general rules do not seem to say that.
Ms. Quessa said she now understands it too. That is why she went out and removed her son Jeremiah and
brought him inside. She did not want her employees involved in it. She said Officer Amirault can testify to that.
Captain Amirault said he could not confirm that as he was too busy with what was going on.
Mr. Zeiberg is concerned with their security. Are they the same people working there every weekend? Are they
employed by a company? They should know the rules and regulations. If they are different, it is clear that
security during the March incident didn't know they should control the crowd outside. It was actually a person
not wearing a security shirt who assisted the officer not one of the security team. We also don't know who it was
that assisted with the individual causing the problem. Was he also an employee or was he security? We don't
know. Also, you can't expect independent contractors to know the rules and regulations. It is the licensee's duty
to make sure they do know that they are expected to make sure a crowd is dispersing in an orderly manner even
out on the sidewalk. Mr. Quessa said starting this weekend he will make sure they know.

Another witness has taken a place at the table and Mr. Zeiberg swears him for testimony. He is a friend of the
owner. His name is Mr. Samuele. He does not have any testimony to give about the incident and Chairman
Kinnon thanks his for his time.
Chairman Kinnon asks for findings of fact. He states he finds that Rules and Regulations of the Malden Licensing
Board have been violated. Specifically, #19 pertaining to hours established and #24 no person shall hinder or
delay. Mr. Kinnon believes in Captain Amirault's testimony that one of the security guards tried to prevent him
from entering and one of them was the son of the owners yelling that he couldn't come in without a warrant. Mr.
Kinnon states that all staff should know that members of the liquor board and their agents can come into a
licensed establishment. Their son is 22 and he should know better. The incidents that transpired on 3/27/22,
10/3/21, 11/10/19, 12/29/18 and 12/25/18 are incidents that are reviewed by the board. On 3/27/22 it is the
observation of MPD that at 1:21 outside of the establishment several cars were parked and there was an
individual who then created a disturbance. Extra units need to be called. Security said that It was on the sidewalk
and was not their problem. That individual causing the disturbance was then joined by another party that turned
out to be the owner's son. Jeremiah Quessa told the officer he was not allowed in there. There were only 4
officers at the scene, and they were attempting to deescalate the situation. From testimony given it appears to
demonstrate that individuals working there were not registered, and licensee acknowledges no employee
registration forms were filled out. From testimony given it appears the licensees are not aware of their
responsibility for inside and outside parameters of their establishment.
Attorney Fallon notes violations of the following rules and regulations: #35, #36,#37, #38, #39, #45 and #20 given
the evidence and testimony that the owners did not have clear understanding as well as requirements for
licensee to train and educate their staff. Attorney Fallon also notes Chairman Kinnon's stating violations of rule
#19 and #24.
Chairman Kinnon states the testimony provided was that individual causing the disturbance was not an employee
at the time and there was no suggestion that the other person was their son. Mr. Kinnon is still not clear what
amount of time has elapsed since the first individual worked there. It has been established that he was there, but
it is not clear about his employment. Mr. Kinnon states they must train their security to notice people's behavior.
This individual could have gone somewhere before he got to the Island, but it was presented he was an old
employee who happened to be there. This leads Mr. Kinnon to believe that he is their son's friend. Mr. Kinnon
strongly suggests that the owners issue a No Trespass order if they are serious about doing the right thing going
forward. Mr. Kinnon asks that this be part of the record that he is requesting they issue a No Trespass order. If
problematic patrons cause a disturbance the owner issues a No Trespass order and the Malden Police take it from
there. Chairman Kinnon also notes last call is 45 minutes before closing with the last drink served 30 minutes
before closing and there should be no one left in there after closing time. Chairman Kinnon also notes violations
of Rule #26,33 and 34.
Chairman Kinnon asks for a Motion. He states there are several options for the Board, roll back hours, suspend
take no action or somewhere in between.
Motion by Andrew Zeiberg to rollback hours to 11pm on weekends to be held in abeyance for 3 months and if no
further problems and if there is a problem there will be a roll back for a month.
Chairman Kinnon explained that right now the motion is to roll back the hours for one month, but it will be held
in abeyance if there are no further incidents for 90 days. If there is a violation within the 90 days, the roll back
will go into effect for 30 days. Chairman Kinnon notes that 30 days little harsh, based on past actions of the
board.
Amended Motion by Andrew Zeiberg to roll back hours to 11pm on weekends for two weeks as long as there are

no other incidents within 90 days.
Attorney Fallon noted on the record to be clear so there is no discrepancy If there is an incident within the 90
days the roll back will be served but the Board can still act on the incident if there is one.
Motion by Andrew Zeiberg seconded by Frances Lin
Andrew Zeiberg - Yea
Frances Lin - Yea
Lee Kinnon - Yea
Motion passed.
Chairman Kinnon said just to be clear the 90 days starts now. If there is an incident your roll back for 2 weeks
begins immediately. He asks that they address crown dispersal and hopes they make plans for the changes
discussed tonight.

Motion to adjourn by Andrew Zeiberg - Seconded by Lee Kinnon
Meeting adjourned at 8:40 p.m. Next regularly scheduled meeting will be Tuesday June 14, 2022, at 6:00 p.m. It
will be via zoom only.
Submitted by:
Diane M. Anthony, Clerk
Malden Licensing Board
Minutes Approved by:
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